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ABSTRACT 

This paper describes the concept of adaptive current harmonic 

elimination for the permanent magnet brushless dc (PMBLDC) 

motor drive. Selective harmonic elimination pulse-width 

modulation (SHE-PWM) techniques offer a tight control of the 

harmonic spectrum of a given voltage/current waveform 

generated by a power electronic converter. In the proposed 

recursive mean square (RMS) adaptive filtering algorithm, the 

reference input is adaptively selected and subtracted from the 

line current. The reference is containing harmonics to be 

eliminated and correlated in some unknown way with the 

distorted line current. The weights of adaptive filter are adjusted 

to totally eliminate the component with undesired frequency. An 

important feature of RLS algorithm is that it utilizes the 

information contained in the input data. The simulation results 

demonstrate the good performance of the proposed algorithm in 

eliminating selected harmonics in the drive line current. 

Keywords: Adaptive Selective Current Harmonic 

Elimination (ASCHE), Current harmonics, Recursive Least 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is generally accepted that the performance of a voltage source 

inverter (VSI) with any switching strategy can be related to the 

harmonic content of its output voltage [1]. While in VSI fed 

drives application, the anticipation of current harmonics 

magnitude and their order is less possible. Motor driving 

variable shaft load will behave like variable impedance and 

hence the current magnitude and shape (distortion) are dictated 

by the shaft load. Selective harmonic elimination (SHE) is being 

used as a prominent solution in a wide range of power 

electronics applications. Permanent Magnet Brushless Direct 

Current (PMBLDC) motors are one of the motor types rapidly 

gaining popularity [2]-[3]. BLDC motors are used in industries 

such as Appliances, Automotive, Aerospace, Consumer, 

Medical, Industrial Automation Equipment and Instrumentation. 

These PMBLDC‟s offer many attractive features in certain 

aspects, such as high reliability, long life cycle, variable speed 

control, and high efficiency [4]-[5].  

Selective harmonic elimination pulse-width modulation (SHE-

PWM) methods remain of great interest for the control of high-

power converters [6]. These converters are the key technology 

behind advanced power electronics applications associated with 

modern drives and power systems. There have been many 

approaches to this problem reported in the technical literature 

including: sequential homotopy-based computation [7], 

resultants theory [8], optimization search [9], Walsh functions 

[10], [11] and other optimal methods [12] including genetic 

algorithms (GAs) [13], [14]. 

Adaptive-selective harmonic elimination is being used as a 

prominent solution in a wide range of power electronics 

applications. The systems like adaptive filtering, multilayer 

neural networks etc depend largely on training/learning 

algorithms for their system weight updates. A quasi-Newton 

based learning rule has been proposed by Beigi and Li [15] in 

1993 to reduce the training time. However, time-consuming 

processing in estimating the inverse Hessian matrix and complex 

line searching process are the drawbacks. Conjugate gradient 

type [16],[17] learning algorithms were suggested to conquer the 

local minimum problem. 

This paper presents an adaptive scheme based on recursive least 

square (RLS) algorithm to eliminate unwanted lower order 

dominant current harmonic components present in the PMBLDC 

motor drive.  The RLS algorithm has established itself as the 

"ultimate" adaptive filtering algorithm in the sense that it is the 

adaptive filter exhibiting the best convergence behavior. Based 

on in-depth study of adaptive filter, the recursive least squares 

are applied to harmonic elimination problems by employing the 

steepest descent method for weight updating. The proposed 

Adaptive Selective Current Harmonic Cancellation (ASCHC) 

algorithm for the BLDC motor drive is tested in 

MATLAB/SIMULINK simulation. 

2. BACKGROUNDS ON RECURSIVE 

MEAN SQUARE ALGORITHM 
Adaptive filter has "self-regulation" and "tracking" capacities.  

From the standpoint of performance, it is widely known [18] 

that the RLS algorithm offers fast convergence and good error 

performance. RLS algorithms have wide-spread applications in 

many areas, such as real-time signal processing, control and 

communications. Least-squares algorithms aim at the 

minimization of the sum of the squares of the difference 

between the desired signal and the model filter output [19]. 

When new samples of the incoming signals are received at every 

iteration, the solution for the least-squares problem can be 

computed in recursive form resulting in the recursive least-

squares algorithms. The RLS algorithm is known to pursue fast 

convergence even when the Eigen value spread of the input 

signal correlation matrix is large. This algorithm has excellent 
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performance when working in time- varying environment. All 

these advantages come with cost of an increased computational 

complexity and some stability problems [20].  

The task of eliminating an undesirable harmonic component 

from a signal in digital signal processing can be done by the 

adaptive elimination algorithm or filter. The filter, shown in the 

following Fig.1 consists of a combiner, a RLS algorithm, and a 

summing point. The step by step procedure for RLS algorithm is 

as follows: 

Step 1: Start 

Step2: Get input reference signal and output reference 

Step 3: Calculate error 

Step 4: Calculate gradient of the error 

Step 5: If gradient is zero then go to step 7 else go to next step. 

Step 6: update the weights and go to step 4 

Step 7: Stop  

 

Figure1. Structure of single frequency canceling adaptive 

filter 

The key concept of this algorithm is updating of weights. 

Gradient-based methods are one of the most widely used error 

minimization methods used to train back propagation networks. 

The steepest descent or Gradient decent method is the most 

widely used class of algorithm for supervised learning of neural 

networks and has suitability to work with any training algorithm. 

It is the first order method that minimizes the error function by 

updating the weights using the steepest descent method.  

( 1) ( ) ( ( ))w t w t E w t    w (t+1)                       (1)                                                          

„E‟ is the batch error measure; „ΔΕ‟ is the gradient vector „. The 

parameter η is the heuristic called convergence rate. The optimal 

value of η depends on the shape of the error function. The 

gradient descent algorithm can train any system as long as its 

weight, net input, and transfer functions have derivative 

functions. Minimum of a function is found by following the 

slope of the function as shown in Fig.2. 

(i) Start with a point (guess) 

(ii) Repeat 

(iii) Determine a descent direction 

(iv) Choose a step 

(v) Update 

(vi) Until stopping criterion is satisfied 

The RLS algorithm can be incorporated with regular plant 

control as shown in the Fig.3.  The output from the RLS block is 

given to the inverse transfer function of the inverter (plant), 

which is given to the combiner to compare with regular plant 

controller output. The combiner output is given to the plant 

transfer function, which will be given to the load. It is a closed 

loop, so the iterations of RLS algorithm will stop only if the 

estimation of the mean square error is minimum.   

 

Figure2. Gradient descent algorithm 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Implementation of RLS algorithm 
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3. RLS ALGORITHM FOR SHE PROBLEM 
Selective elimination of multiple harmonics is illustrated in the 

below Fig.4.The fifth and seventh harmonics are eliminated 

from the output variable of the plant current i. The expansion to 

eliminate the other harmonic components can be done by adding 

blocks like fifth and seventh. Additional blocks will have the 

same error input ε, frequency of the reference signal will be 

equal to the input harmonic component to be eliminated and the 

output will be added to the outputs of the previous blocks (5 and 

7). 

Using the block 1, the first harmonic (fundamental component) 

is taken out of the primary input although not necessary, 

considerably reduces noise in gradient estimation in blocks 5 

and 7 ( for elimination of fifth and seventh harmonics) and 

makes adaptation process faster. The output of the block 1, with 

filtered out the fundamental and with fifth and seventh harmonic 

components still present is introduced to the error inputs of the 

blocks 5 and 7. The primary input Dk=Uc+Udis, where, Uc is the 

control input and Udis is the undesirable harmonic component of 

the plant output as shown in Fig.4. Block diagram for 

Elimination of fifth and seventh harmonics from controlled plant 

output by multiple frequencies-adaptive selective harmonic 

elimination block (MF-ASHE). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure4. Selective elimination of multiple harmonics 

The complete system of ASHE for eliminating the current 

harmonics in PMBLDC drive is shown in Fig.5. As shown in the 

figure the system uses proportional-integral (PI) controller for 

voltage control and two PI regulators in synchronous reference 

frame for current control (Iq1 and Id1). Reference angle for 

generation of sine and cosine functions, frequency of 

fundamental component, fifth harmonics and seventh harmonics 

are done by a phase look loop (PLL) block. Sine and cosine 

components with fundamental frequency are phase locked with 

utility voltage and are used for stationary to synchronous (and 

vice versa) reference frames transformations. Sine and cosine 

components with five and seven times higher frequencies are 

used for selective harmonic elimination. The line currents (Ia, Ib, 

Ic) are transformed from the stationary (a,b,c) reference frame to 

two phase q,d stationary reference frame  (block q.d/a,b,c) and 

then into synchronous frame Iq, Id (block s/e). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure5. RMS algorithm based ASHE for PMBLDC motor 

drive 

The conventional part of control works as follows: voltage 

regulator U_reg depending on dc bus voltage error creates an 

active current reference, PI current regulators maintain an 

average value of feedback currents Iq
e and Id

e equal to the 

average values of corresponding references. Outputs of current 

regulators are transformed first from synchronous to stationary 

reference frame (block e/s) and then from two-phase (q,d) to 

three phase (a,b,c) system and fed into pulse width modulation 

(PWM) control the inverter. The components contributed to 

PWM from ASHE blocks will create voltage at the output of the 

inverter (drive) with a pattern as needed to cancel harmonic 

components from the drive line currents. 
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4. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS  
The proposed Gradient decent weight updated RLS algorithm 

based adaptive selective current harmonic elimination (ASCHE) 

is simulated MATLAB/SIMULINK software. The conventional 

PMBLDC drive, the voltage source inverter with six switches is 

simulated without and with ASCHE algorithm. The carrier 

frequency is 10 KHz and the sampling rate is 5KHz. Figures 5-8 

show the relevant transformations. Fig.5 illustrates the three-

phase line currents into two phase q,d stationary reference frame  

while Fig.6 presents respective equivalent in two phase 

synchronously rotating reference frame. Fig.7 shows the current 

converted into two phase q,d stationary reference frame after the 

regular (PI) control action while Fig.8 shows its corresponding 

three phase (a,b,c) system. Fig.9 indicates the output of ASCHE 

block. 

 

Figure6. abc to dq- stationary transformation     

  Figure7. dq- stationary to dq- rotationary transformation 

 

Figure8. dq- rotationary to dq- stationary transformation 

 

Figure9. dq Stationary  to abc transformation 

Figure10. Output of ASCHC block 

The performance of the system without ASCHE algorithm is 

shown in Fig.10. Fig.11 shows the triumph of the ASCHE based 

on RMS algorithm in shaping the current. The improved wave 

forms of line currents and harmonic spectrum after application 

of ASCHE are evidenced from the figure. Table 1 compares the 

lower order current harmonics and total harmonic distortion 

(THD). It is evident that almost all the harmonic components 

and the THD are less in ASCHE filtering. The variations of 

weights are shown in Fig.12, Fig.13 and Fig.14 for fundamental, 

fifth harmonic and seventh harmonics respectively. 
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Figure11. Current and harmonic spectrum without ASCHE 

 

TABLE I 

COMPARISON OF HARMONICS WITHOUT ASCHE AND WITH 

ASCHE 

Method 

I1 

(% of I1) 

I5 

(% of I1) 

I7 

(% of I1) 

THD 

(%) 

Without 

ASCHE 

100 22.10 14.50 35.78 

With 

ASCHE 
100 5.20 2.60 25.81 

 

 

 

Figure12. Current and harmonic spectrum with ASCHC 

 

Figure13. Weights for fundamental Component 
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Figure14. Weights for fifth harmonics 

 
Figure15. Weights for seventh harmonics 

5. CONCLUSION 
Due to switched mode operation and fluctuating shaft loads, the 

line current of BLDC motor contains harmonics component and 

this causes torque ripple and high electromagnetic interference 

problems. An adaptive current harmonic elimination technique 

for BLDC motor drive is presented in this paper. The proposed 

adaptive digital signal processing filtering algorithm for 

selective current harmonic elimination features unconstrained 

harmonic elimination and has no load and circuit dependency. 

For any selected frequency, the approach uses an 

iterative/adaptive weighted combination of sine and cosine 

components to equal the amplitude and phase angle of 

harmonics present in the line current, the sum is subtracted from 

the line current and eliminated from the final output. Adaptive 

noise cancelling is a method of adaptive filtering that can be 

applied whenever a suitable 'reference input is available. The 

principal advantages of the method are its adaptive capability, its 

low output noise, and its low signal distortion. The adaptive 

capability allows the processing of inputs whose properties are 

unknown. 
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